
Estimate for labor is valid for 30 days following the estimate date then values may be subject to change. Material cost is subject to change at any 

time. A Good Handyman Company does not employ licensed contractors and cannot pull permits for work performed. Balance is due upon 

completion of work. Email agoodhandymancompany@gmail.com to accept estimate and schedule repair date.

Estimate
ADDRESS

Table

ESTIMATE # 1060
DATE 11/30/2021

EXPIRATION DATE 12/31/2021
  

SERVICE ADDRESS WORK ORDER NUMBER
117 Kendra 245

REPAIR TYPE DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Drywall Remove all hardware from walls (bathroom, curtain rods, tacks and 
nails). Patch, sand, and prep to paint. This amount could vary a bit 
when we see the home without personal belongings covering walls.

375.00

Paint Paint all walls, ceiling and all trim. Walls and ceiling to be one color trim 
to be another color. The trim and cabinets are in good enough shape 
that we could also paint the ceiling one color and the walls another, and 
not paint the trim at all. That option would save some money on labor 
and materials both!

3,750.00

Electric Install new light fixtures in each room and a new ceiling fan in the living 
room. Install a new outdoor light. All lights are operational, this will just 
make them appear updated in design.

768.75

Hardware Install new hinges on all doors and cabinets, new cabinet and drawer 
pulls, and new door knobs. Install new vent covers, air intake covers, 
smoke detectors throughout the property. New hardware in bathroom to 
match (towel rack, toilet paper holder, hand towel holder).

825.00

Finishings Install new vent covers, air intake covers, smoke detectors throughout 
the property.

450.00

Plumbing Install new sink faucets, shower heads, and bathtub handles in 
bathroom. Install new sink faucet in kitchen. Note, the sinks are 
operational as far as we can tell, they just don't look super modern.

375.00

Countertops Install new countertops in kitchen. 300.00

Countertops Install new countertops in bathroom. 225.00

Cleaning We could professionally clean the grout and tile in the bathroom. The 
tiles are patched in one area but they're similar enough that it's 
probably not worth retiling the entire tub surround.

450.00

Materials Allowance We will provide a detailed estimate of materials when the client chooses 
a scope of work. CLient can weigh in on specific finishes which can 
impact price 

Texture ~$40.00

Ceiling fan ~$120.00

1,855.00
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REPAIR TYPE DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

Light Fixtures ~50.00 (x9)

Vent covers, air intake covers, smoke detectors: ~$45.00

Bathroom faucet and shower heads ~$250.00

Bathroom hardware: ~$100.00

Kitchen Faucet ~$100.00

Countertops can be anywhere from $300-$1500 depending on material 
client chooses.

Paint, tarps, sanding blocks, tape, etc: ~$450.00. This can go up or 
down depending on how many colors the client chooses, and how 
much we ned to paint.

 

From what we can see the tile in the bathroom and the flooring is in 

good shape. The tenant does have big furniture and rugs so much of it 

is hidden. The tenant keeps the home in good shape.

TOTAL $9,373.75

Accepted By Accepted Date


